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Let's Talk Dusty!
The Ultimate Forum for Dusty Springfield Fans
http://www.dustyspringfield.org.uk/forum/

Tara Thomas
http://www.dustyspringfield.org.uk/forum/viewtopic.php?f=8&t=6030

Tara Thomas
by dig123

I've enjoyed reading all the info this site has. Also, love all the pics of Dusty. I'm trying to soak in as much as
possible! I've especially liked the recent first hand stories Tara Thomas has posted. She has posted something
on Facebook and believe it or not........I haven't joined FB. I was wondering if it's worth reading? I think it has
12 likes. Just wondering if someone could pass along the story. Thanks! Back to reading.........................

Re: Tara Thomas
by villagegirl

I'm sorry to say that I'm not on FB either but I'm sure someone kind who is on FB will fill you in on what was
said there. It was interesting reading the things she posted on the forum, if there's anything else of interest it
would be nice if it was shared with us here too. I hope you are enjoying all the things you are learning here! 

Re: Tara Thomas
by Corinna

Hmmm... What post on FB are you referring to? As far as I remember, Tarra has shared all her Dusty-related
stories here. 

Re: Tara Thomas
by dig123

On LTD FB there's a post from Thomas.....something about it being a tough call. I don't know if it's a new post
or a duplicate of something I would have read on the site. Just curious. Thanks.

Di

Re: Tara Thomas
by fobakawa

I think Tarra has posted all her Dusty stories here on LTD not on FB. I don't remember seeing her post anything
at all about even knowing Dusty on FB. I could be wrong but I think she shares her memories with just Dusty's
fans on here and I feel very lucky and thankful to hear them 

Re: Tara Thomas
by jeffery

Yep !  
You won't find the kind of love on FB that you find here on LTD.
I think Dusty, and her fans are special to Tarra.    She has the good sense to know what belongs on FB,
and what doesn't.

Posted: Mon Feb 10, 2014 12:32 am

Posted: Mon Feb 10, 2014 3:47 pm

Posted: Tue Feb 11, 2014 1:42 pm

Posted: Tue Feb 11, 2014 6:31 pm

Posted: Tue Feb 11, 2014 6:34 pm

Posted: Tue Feb 11, 2014 10:45 pm

fobakawa wrote:
I think Tarra has posted all her Dusty stories here on LTD not on FB. I don't remember seeing her
post anything at all about even knowing Dusty on FB. I could be wrong but I think she shares her

memories with just Dusty's fans on here and I feel very lucky and thankful to hear them 

http://www.dustyspringfield.org.uk/forum/
http://www.dustyspringfield.org.uk/forum/viewtopic.php?f=8&t=6030


Re: Tara Thomas
by jeffery

T.T. Thomas Alert !  
O ! M ! G !  You must check this out.
A 45 min radio interview with Tarra, and photo album.
>ENJOY<

http://youtu.be/aayBC-5Obpw

Re: Tara Thomas
by karen

Thanks for posting on here Jeffery .. will see more later..  

Re: Tara Thomas
by pat.dunham

The interview is all about her books -writing, publishing ,lesbianism. Nothing on her own life.

Re: Tara Thomas
by charlotte

TT did mention Dusty in a post recently on FB and posted a picture of the "wedding".

Re: Tara Thomas
by allherfaces

T3 was running a silly contest for a friend, in which winners would get a digital copy of her friend's book.

The competition required us to name a day....
My entry was DUSTY SPRINGFIELD IS THE BEST F******* SINGER EVER DAY

and I won one of the prizes. 

T3 thought my entry funny and congratulated me on my recent wedding and posted a pic of Dusty's wedding
with herself officiating to close the circle.

Re: Tara Thomas
by darren2722

Thanks Jeffery.  

Well said and Done Nancy.  

Re: Tara Thomas
by jeffery

Posted: Wed Feb 19, 2014 2:07 am

Posted: Wed Feb 19, 2014 9:29 am

Posted: Wed Feb 19, 2014 10:20 am

Posted: Wed Feb 19, 2014 12:57 pm

Posted: Wed Feb 19, 2014 4:21 pm

Posted: Wed Feb 19, 2014 5:57 pm

Posted: Wed Feb 19, 2014 10:14 pm

allherfaces wrote:
T3 was running a silly contest for a friend, in which winners would get a digital copy of her friend's
book.

The competition required us to name a day....
My entry was DUSTY SPRINGFIELD IS THE BEST F******* SINGER EVER DAY

and I won one of the prizes. 

T3 thought my entry funny and congratulated me on my recent wedding and posted a pic of Dusty's
wedding with herself officiating to close the circle.

http://youtu.be/aayBC-5Obpw
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That's interesting Nancy.  I missed that. Is it here in LTD ? Where can it be found ?

Re: Tara Thomas
by allherfaces

It was on FB (see earlier on thread  )
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Posted: Wed Feb 19, 2014 10:51 pm


